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The year 2021 is off to an interesting start. Once again, many
people in New Zealand are experiencing change and
uncertainty. For our tamariki this can be even more
challenging and can lead to anxiety and distress. 



Changes in familiar activities, places or people can be stressful for autistic

tamariki and teenagers

Planning and preparing children for expected and unexpected changes to

routines can help preventing anxiety

We can use strategies like social stories, timetables, visual schedules and

behavior supports

What triggers anxiety and how can we prevent it?

REDUCE ANXIETY

Small changes – think of "the bridge"

It can help to introduce small changes and steadily work your way up over time.

Your tamaiti may insist to eat breakfast before getting dressed but you might want to

do it the other way around. You could start by just putting your tamaiti's socks on

before breakfast. Once your tamaiti is comfortable with that, you could try putting on

socks and pants before breakfast. Praise and reward your tamariki when they’re

flexible and try to cope with these changes.

Slow and steady – Tilting the Seesaw

If your tamaiti finds it hard to switch between activities, slowly add new activities-  

 one at a time. You might want your tamaiti to learn to stop what they’re doing and

move to a new activity. You could start by making the new activity something that

you know your tamaiti will enjoy. When your tamaiti has completed the activity,

praise them and give them a reward. This could be a high five, a sticker or some

extra time on the computer. Keep repeating this until your tamaiti is comfortable

adapting to the new activity when being asked. Over time you could try making the

switch a little bit more difficult by moving to an activity your tamaiti hasn’t done

before. 



Managing unexpected changes in routines

Sometimes changes are unexpected, and there is no time to plan ahead. But

you and your tamaiti could still prepare for coping with sudden or unexpected

changes. It starts with introducing a "heads up" for unexpected changes when

your tamaiti is calm. You could try introducing it in a game. Add a "?" to their

schedule or a phrase "Same, same but different". One way to do this is to

build "space" for change into your tamaiti visual supports.

If you use a visual schedule of activities for your tamaiti, you can leave gaps

between each picture to add additional pictures later. You could use a

"question mark" or phrase to represent a "mystery" or uncertainty. If your

tamaiti has a written schedule, leave one blank line between each task.

Your tamaiti can be supported by using a Step-by-step approach to learn how

the "?" or phrase work. That way your tamaiti can gradually learn to deal with

pleasant change, and then less pleasant change.

CHANGE IN ROUTINES



Rewarding flexibility – Stories for self-esteem

Another simple way to help tamariki coping with change is to reward them every

time they show flexibility. Let them know how wonderful it is that they are

‘flexible’ and get them to associate their actions with receiving something they

like. This can be anything from changes in food choices, what seat they sit on or

what they wear.

Always remember, words are like steam and verbal praise is often not enough, so

capture the moment with a photo or note.

STORIES FOR SELF-ESTEEM


